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The Maritime Intelligence Report Series focuses on:

• Operational risks in areas of instability which could 
affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and 
personnel ashore and at sea.

• In country reporting on key countries where civil con-
flict are directly impacting on maritime operations; and

• Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, pi-
racy and other related criminal activity.
 
MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first
hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support
and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
 
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of
MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence
specialises in providing clients with a suite of products 
and services, including; political and economic risk 
analysis, detailed port and vessel security briefs, vessel 
passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk 
management.
 
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts,
MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service per-
taining to all maritime affairs.

Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter  to keep abreast 
with these insightful weekly reports and more — in-
cluding real time security updates.

Editor: David Rider
www.mast-security.com

17th May 2017

Issue 76 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the fragile and conflict affected 
coastal states Libya, Somalia and Yemen. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, incidents affecting 
maritime security and influencing maritime news are also reported and analysed, focusing on 
the keys theatres of maritime instability.  

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live and work”
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“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

Indian Ocean Region 
Royal Australian Navy frigate HMAS Arunta has seized more than 250kg of heroin hidden in a dhow 
transiting the North West Indian Ocean. This seizure marks the second successful narcotics interdiction 
for Arunta since the frigate commenced its counter-terrorism mission as part of Combined Task Force 
150 in December 2016. In March this year the warship seized 800kg of hashish.

Incidents: 

1. Duty officer onboard a bulk carrier underway, noticed three 
skiffs approaching the vessel at 1840 LT in position 25:32N – 
057:33E, around 12nm SW of Bandar E Jask, Iran. A vessel sus-
pected to be the mother vessel was seen astern at a distance 
of 2nm. As the skiffs closed, the crew observed the persons in 
the boat holding ladders. Alarm raised, speed increased, evasive 
manoeuvres commended and Ras al Khor Port contacted, who 
informed the Iranian navy. Bulk carrier changed course the skiffs 
and the suspected mother vessel followed. After around 20 
minutes the Iranian navy called the bulk carrier to alter course 
at which point the skiffs aborted and moved away. All crew safe. 
Reported May 7th (IMB/UKMTO). (Not shown on map)

2. MV reported suspicious approach in position 25:31.24N - 
057:32.48E, approx 14nm SW of Bandar-e Jask, Iran. Four Skiffs 
approached; long hook but no weapons sighted. Reported May 
8th (UKMTO). (Not shown on map)

3. MV reported 3 skiffs closed at speed to within approx 600 me-
tres at 0605 UTC in position 13:21.7N - 049:23.8E around 73nm 
SxW of Al Mukalla, Yemen. 5/6 POB each skiff. Embarked AST 

fired warning flare resulting in skiffs altering course and rejoin-
ing dhow in position 13:16.7N - 049:15.2E, around 8nm SW of 
initial approach position. No weapons or ladders sighted. Vessel 
is Safe. Reported May 11th (UKMTO).

UAE says it sent military recruits to Yemen island for drill
The United Arab Emirates says it sent military recruits for train-
ing on a Yemeni island where its troops have been stationed. 
UAE’s state-run WAM news agency on Monday 15th described 
the training on Socotra Island as “intensive,” saying it included 
battle skills, weapons training and first aid.

Yemen war adds to rising fears for ships
Yemen’s worsening conflict is contributing to a spike in piracy in 
the region, with Somali pirates taking advantage of a reduced in-
ternational naval presence and more readily available weaponry 
to carry out attacks, news outlets report.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s Threat Assessment on the Indian Ocean Region 
(updated on May 3rd), please click here.
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Somalia
On May 8th the European Union’s Ambassador to Somalia, Veronique Lorenzo, hosted the Somali Prime 
Minister, HE Hasan Ali Khaire and State Minister, Abdullahi Hamud, on board EU NAVFOR’s Spanish 
flagship, ESPS Galicia, off the coast of Mogadishu, to discuss counter-piracy efforts. The visit to the EU 
NAVFOR flagship provided Ambassador Lorenzo with the opportunity to discuss with the Somali Prime 
Minister the European Union’s efforts to help the Somali Government to develop security and alterna-
tive livelihoods for local Somali communities.

Control of Somali territory (February 2017) Source: Wikime-
dia Commons

EUCAP Train Somali Police Force and AMISOM’s Marine Unit
Sailors and marines from EU NAVFOR’s Spanish flagship, ESPS 
Galicia, have been assisting staff from EUCAP Somalia, to train 
members of the Somali maritime police unit together with the 
AMISOM marine unit at sea off the coast of Mogadishu.

AK-47s aren’t enough to fight Al Shabaab
Somalia’s President Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed, also known 
as Farmajo, on Thursday 11th said the country’s forces needed 
bigger and modern weapons to fight the better-equipped ter-
rorist groups. He also urged world leaders to lift the long-exist-
ing arms embargo on the country.

Somalia signs security pact with backers at London talks
Somalia has signed a security pact with the international com-
munity aimed at building a national force to fight Al Shabab 
militants. World powers agreed plans in London to support and 
train Somalia’s army and police to take over duties currently 
performed by the African Union.

US will send more troops if needed
U.S. Secretary of Defense James Mattis reiterated the current 
U.S. role in Somalia as an advise-and-assist mission intended to 
bolster the efforts of SNA and AMISOM troops on May 11th. 
Mattis followed up by stating that the administration would 
consider additional U.S. troops if necessary.

Uganda announces doubling its troops in Somalia
On Monday 15th, Uganda announced a plan to double its troops 
in Somalia as part of the African Union Mission in Somalia to re-
move Al Shabaab militants.

Al Shabaab
• AS militants clashed with Ethiopian troops in Hiraan region, 
central Somalia, on May 11th. The militants conducted multi-
ple ambushes targeting Ethiopian troops along the road outside 
Beledweyne, the capital of Hiraan region.

Analysis
The new security pact agreed in London to combat Al Shabaab 
is an interesting development and one that will only work if 
the international community makes good on its promise to 
support the country’s efforts against Al Shabaab. Despite the 
Somali President requesting the UNSCR arms embargo to be 
lifted, this is unlikely to happen in the short term.  The security 
pact may see higher grade weapons incorporated into the SNA 
and Somali police to improve their capability. Suspicious ap-
proaches against merchant traffic continue, with two unusual 
reports from the Gulf of Oman and one in the Gulf of Aden. 
The incidents off Iran continue to vex military in the region, 
with one being described as possible pattern of life by one 
body, although the IMB has classified it as a piracy incident. 

Threat Assessment
Pirate attacks off Somalia and suspicious approaches in the 
mouth of the Bab el-Mandeb Strait continue to be a cause for 
concern. The ongoing threat to shipping in the region has been 
made clear by the military bodies which monitor the region. A 
lack of adherence to BMP4 protocol, particularly not maintain-
ing a safe distance off the coast, has increased risks to ship-
ping. BMP4 advises: “non-Somali fishing vessels should avoid 
operating or transiting within 200nm of the coast of Somalia, 
irrespective of whether or not they have been issued with li-
cense to do so”. Merchant vessels would be wise to maintain 
the same distance from the coast, particularly ensuring that 
the Socotra Gap isn’t taken. All vessels are advised to update 
risk assessments and register with UKMTO/MSCHOA prior to 
entering the Indian Ocean High Risk Area.

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”
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Control of Yemen territory (May 15th 2017)

Source:  Wikimedia Commons

Yemen
Former Yemeni president Ali Abdullah Saleh sent an open letter to Russian President Vladimir Putin on 
May 11th asking Russia to propose a resolution in the UN Security Council to end the Saudi-led coali-
tion’s embargo and planned offensive on al Hudaydah port in western Yemen. The proposed assault 
on the port town has also seen heavy opposition from the United Nations, concerned at the potential 
humanitarian ramifications of military action.

Kuwait ready to host Yemeni talks under certain conditions
Kuwait has announced its readiness to host the parties involved 
in the Yemeni conflict, provided that they reach an agreement 
that would end the crisis rather than going into a new marathon 
of consultations, as happened last year.

Al Qaeda contest in Yemen offers guns, cash prizes
Militants with the Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula’s (AQAP) 
branch Ansar Al Sharia are seizing upon the latest unrest to at-
tract people to jihad. AQAP launched a contest in the city of Taiz 
offering prizes, including an automatic rifle, a pistol and other 
incentives to entrants.

AQAP/ISIS
• AQAP militants killed two al Houthi-Saleh troops and seized 
their weapons near ‘Awayan village southern al Bayda governo-
rate May 14th.
• AQAP militants targeted al Houthi-Saleh forces with small 
arms fire and an improvised explosive device (IED) in separate 
instances al Zahir area, southern al Bayda governorate on May 
13th.
• AQAP militants detonated an improvised explosive device 
(IED) targeting al Houthi-Saleh forces in central Yemen on May 
10th.

Threat Assessment 
To date, Houthi maritime attacks have used directed weapons 
systems such as radar guided missiles and a Command Line of 
Sight remote control vessel. The discovery of additional sea 
mines off Midi port is a clear cause for concern for the mer-

chant marine.  It is unknown whether the mines are moored 
or grounded as is the method of detonation. Sea mines can be 
subject to free movement if cut or poorly secured. As issued 
in the  UKMTO Advisory Notice 001/FEB/2017, Masters should 
consider increasing vigilance, maintain the furthest possible dis-
tance from the Yemen coast, transit the Bab el-Mandeb Strait 
during daylight hours and use the western TSS wherever pos-
sible.
The sophistication of the remote controlled speed boat which 
successfully targeted a Saudi Frigate on January 30th demon-
strates a high likelihood that the Iranians are sponsoring inno-
vative Asymmetric methods to challenge the Saudi-led block-
ade operating in the Southern Red Sea. Approaches against 
merchant vessels by small, fast boats containing armed men 
indicate that the threat to shipping remains high; the motiva-
tion of these actors is not known - they may be AQAP or Houthi 
affiliates – although the incident involving the Galicia Spirit in 
2016 should be taken as a significant warning of the possible 
outcome of allowing a small craft to approach a MV unchal-
lenged. The series of recent incidents confirm that the Gulf of 
Aden remains moderate. The threatened attack on Hodeidah 
port by coalition forces is now being debated by the US admin-
istration, which could apply pressure on the Saudi coalition to 
seek a diplomatic solution. MAST recommends BMP measures 
be enforced and watches strengthened during transits in the 
region. In the Gulf of Aden, MAST’s advice is to steer clear of 
al Mukallah and remain in the IRTC, where warship protection 
is more likely. Attacks off Al Mukallah in 2016 and recent activ-
ity indicate that the risk to merchant shipping from threat ele-
ments within Yemen remains moderate.

Houthi 

Pro Hadi Government Forces

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP)

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”
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UN Verification and Inspection Mechanism for Yemen (UNVIM)

The UN’s Secretary-General has decided to institute a UNVIM for the facilitation of commercial imports to Yemen, at the request 
of the Government of the Republic of Yemen and in line with Security Council resolution 2216 (2015). 

UNVIM is operational with immediate effect. Shipping companies or vessel owners shipping commercial goods or services to any 
port not under the direct control of the Government of Yemen (Salif, Mokha, Hudaydah and associated oil terminals) need to ap-
ply for permits upon departure of the port of origin of their cargo. For further details click here.  

UN arms embargo imposed by UN Security Council Resolution 2216 of 2015 is in place.  

Port Aden:  

 • The port of Aden is under the protection of the Republic of Yemen security forces. 

 • Curfew in effect for Aden, 2000-0600 daily.  

 • Merchant vessels wishing to enter Yemeni ports must first  apply for a permit through the Yemeni Ministry of Transportation; 
contact: yemen.transport@gmail.com for more information. 

 • Final clearance to enter Yemeni ports (with permits in place) is authenticated by the coalition guard ship. 

 • Aden is the only port in Yemen currently able to facilitate container vessels.  The container terminal has recently increased it’s 
capacity. WFP note that eight vessels were discharging at berth with 5 waiting at anchorage.

Port Salif: Capacity 2 berths.  Operating at capacity.   

Port Hudaydah: 

 • Capacity 8 berths. 

 • Only 1 of 5 shore based cranes in partial operation, container vessels highly recommended to have their own internal cranes. 

 • RSNF is utilizing a holding area 60 NM west of the port of Hudaydah for all vessels attempting entry into Salif or Hudaydah. 
Inbound vessels should plan on holding within this area prior to receiving clearance from port control warships. 

Port Mokha: Status - Closed: Currently classified as ‘Not Safe’ (North of England P&I, Jan. 12th 2017).

Port Al Mukalla: Capacity 2 berths. Al Mukalla port was liberated on the 23/24 April by the Saudi-led coalition and southern 
resistance.  Port officials have advised that port operations resumed on the 26th April.     

Port of Balhaf: Status - Closed: LNG terminal remains closed. Now under control of Saudi and Yemeni forces.

Port of Ras Isa: Status - Closed. Safer oil terminal remains closed, Safer Company (SEPOC) does not allow vessels to berth at 
Safer Marine Terminal if they do not have an agreement signed by them according to the protocol between buyer and Yemeni 
government. 

Yemen Ports
Nothing significant to report. 

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”
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Mediterranean 
IOM, the UN Migration Agency reports that 53,386 migrants and refugees entered Europe by sea in 
2017 as of May 10th, with nearly 85 percent arriving in Italy and the remainder divided between Greece, 
Cyprus and Spain. This compares with last year’s 187,970 arrivals across the region for the same period 
in 2016. 

Migrant Mediterranean crossings drop by three-quarters
The number of migrants crossing the Mediterranean dropped 
by nearly three-quarters this year, compared to the same pe-
riod in 2016, official figures show.

Italy rescues migrants, finds 7 bodies
Rescuers saved 484 migrants from boats in the Mediterranean 
on Saturday 13th and found the bodies of seven men who had 
died in the attempt to get to Europe, Italy’s coast guard said. 
The migrants were rescued from four separate rubber boats 
by the Italian coast guard and navy, an aid group and two pri-
vate vessels, the coast guard said in a statement. It’s feared 
another 13 had been lost at sea.

Mafia skimmed millions from migrant funds
The mafia has moved in on one of Italy’s few growth indus-
tries: caring for migrants. Italian authorities on Monday 15th 
arrested 68 people, including a priest and the head of a huge 
Catholic volunteer group, “Mercy,” and accused them of being 
in cahoots with a major mafia clan that allegedly skimmed mil-
lions in public funds destined for asylum-seekers at a welcome 
centre in southern Italy.

Germany, Italy Push for EU Mission on Libya-Niger Border
The interior ministers of Germany and Italy are urging the Eu-
ropean Union to set up a mission along Libya’s border with 
Niger in a bid to stop mainly African migrants from reaching 
Europe.

The current migrant smuggling situation
MAST sources continue to suggest that Sabratha remains a popu-
lar migrant departure point, although clashes with fuel smuggling 
gangs remain an issue for human traffickers operating in the re-
gion.   
The past week has been a quieter period for rescuers in the Med 
and, as figures show, crossing numbers are down considerably on 
the same period in 2016. Unfortunately, the number of fatalities 
has kept pace with last year and continuing jurisdictional fighting 
between Libya’s Coast Guard and NGOs operating in Libya’s TTW 
do little to help that. 
The proposal for an EU Mission on the Libya-Niger border to de-
ter African economic migrants may go some way to reducing the 
numbers crossing, but will not be easy or quickly arranged. Re-
ports from the United Nations suggest that sub-Saharan migrants 
are still being sold into slavery in Libya.

Map depicting major migrant routes in the Mediterranean (May 16th 2017).  Source: UNHRC 

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

    Migrant crossings 2015-2017. Source:  UNHRC
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Libya
Regional media report that Egyptian President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi has once again called for the UN 
arms embargo against Libya to be lifted. Sissi met with Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar of the HoR/LNA in 
Libya’s east and believes that lifting the arms embargo would better allow Haftar’s forces to engage in 
anti-terrorism operations. However, given Haftar’s LNA and the UN-backed GNA continue to engage in 
skirmishes over territory, it’s unlikely the UN will consider lifting the embargo at this time.

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

Way forward for Libya uncertain despite ‘breakthrough’ meet-
ing
Libyan military commander Khalifa Haftar, a figurehead in the 
east of the country, and Fayez Seraj, the head of a UN-backed 
government in Tripoli, appeared at ease as they broke more 
than a year of deadlock between them at talks in Abu Dhabi last 
week. However, it is unclear if either man will sway a complex 
array of factions on both sides of Libya’s divide towards com-
promise. Also unclear is whether foreign states with divergent 
strategies in Libya will help them do so -- especially as U.S. Presi-
dent Donald Trump has yet to spell out a policy on Libya.

There is no such thing as Haftar-led Libyan army, Libyan mili-
tary ranks stressed
“Haftar’s forces are outlaws who committed crimes and viola-
tions in front of the whole world. They killed, kidnapped, burned 
bodies, dug up the dead out of their graves, and mutilated the 
corpses.” officers from the GNA-backed Libyan Army stated on 
Sunday 14th, adding that they would never serve under him.

Analysis
News that Haftar’s House of Representatives (HoR) and the 
UN-backed GNA governments have finally met and agreed a 
tentative framework for peace negotiations has been widely 
welcomed. Potential presidential elections were also apparent-
ly discussed, giving Field Marshal Haftar a glimmer of hope of 
greater political power in the country. While the US has kept its 
distance politically, Russia has continued to support both sides 
in the conflict but would appear to have kept its distance from 
the recent negotiations between both sides. The Dutch ambas-
sador met with HoR representatives on Monday 15th to offer 
his country’s support for a peaceful negotiation in the country. 

Haftar’s control of the Oil Crescent and which government re-
ceives the revenue remains an issue for the HoR, particularly as 
more fields come on stream and begin to affect global oil prices; 
the NOC announced on Sunday 14th that production had hit 
814,000bpd, two weeks before OPEC decides whether to cut 
production to reduce the current oil glut, Bloomberg reported. 
This will no doubt form a major part of any negotiation process. 
The GNA’s recent efforts to clamp down on fuel smuggling have 
resulted in two tankers being seized this month, sending a clear 
warning to gangs engaged in illegal oil activities. 

Ports currently operational in Libya are: Mellitah, Zawiyah, Trip-
oli, Misrata, Marsa El Brega, Tobruk, Al Khoms, Marsa El Hariga. 
Farwah, Bouri, Zuwarah, Zuetina and Es Sider.

Threat Assessment
With the GNA’s intention to pursue smuggling activities clear, 
questions must be asked as to whether the Libyan Coast Guard 
is being asked to take on too much. The incident in Libya’s TTW 
on Saturday 6th, where Libyan Coast Guard elements were un-
able to rescue migrants due to a “lack of means” is a clear con-
cern. Whether this will help Libya secure air and naval assets 
from the EU remains to be seen. However, as both rival gov-
ernments begin to embrace the peace process, the likelihood 
of those assets being used for military purposes are somewhat 
reduced. 
The potential for vessel seizure in Libyan waters remains high, 
and Masters are advised to ensure the correct paperwork and 
permissions to enter Libya’s TTW or face the consequences. 
MAST is able to provide risk assessments and crew training to 
improve situational awareness and risk appreciation. The addi-
tional threat to shipping should not be taken lightly. 

Control of Northern Libyan territory (May 16th 
2017)

Source: Wikimedia Commons

Controlled by the Tobruk led government

Controlled by the Government of National Accord

Controlled by ISIS

Controlled by local forces

Controlled by Tuareg forces
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“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

Gulf of Guinea
With plans reportedly at an advanced stage to eradicate local refineries known as ‘kpoo fire’ in the 
creeks to make way for modern modular refineries, a coalition of Niger Delta youth leaders has urged 
the Federal Government to grant amnesty to operators of such refineries. They appealed to relevant 
agencies to adopt the model used in the Presidential Amnesty Programme for ex-militants for the local 
operators, who would be put out of business, despite that business being illegal. 

Incidents: 
1. MV approached by two speedboats with 6-8 POB who board-
ed the vessel at 2000 UTC in position 04:13N – 007:58E, around 
19nm South of Kwa Ibo coast (Qua Ibo Terminal, Exxon oilfield, 
around 10nm North/West from OFON platform), Nigeria. On 
sighting the speedboats, alert crew raised the alarm and re-
treated into the citadel, remaining for 2 hours. The attackers 
fled as a security vessel arrived in support of the MV. Vessel and 
crew Safe. Reported May 12th (MDAT). 

Oil union orders sympathy strikes at upstream companies
Oil workers’ union Pengassan has told its members to withdraw 
their services from offices and oil production facilities operated 
by upstream companies in Nigeria, in sympathy with striking 
employees of the local subsidiary of ExxonMobil, union and in-
dustry source said Monday. 15th

Who Will Stop the Herdsmen?
Despite calls by Nigerians for the government to find a lasting 
solution to the ongoing attacks by herdmen against locals in the 
Delta, incidents continue and are often cited as the reason for 
militancy by local groups. In 2016, the Armed Conflict Location 
and Event Data Project noted that the herdsmen were more 
dangerous than Boko Haram. They killed 484 people that year 

while Boko Haram insurgents killed 330.

Shell Begins Trans-Forcados Pipeline Testing
After months of repairs, Shell Petroleum Development Compa-
ny (SPDC) started testing the Trans-Forcados crude export pipe-
line for a potential restart, with the Astro Perseus crude tanker 
expected to load the first cargo over the weekend of 13th and 
14th.

Nigeria set to return to IMO Council – APR
Nigeria’s chances of returning to the council of the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO), has greatly improved with the re-
cent efforts of the management of the Nigerian Maritime Ad-
ministration led by the Director General, Dr. Dakuku Peterside, 
to bring the country back to leadership position in global mari-
time community latter this year.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s current Threat Assessment on the Gulf of Guin-
ea region, please click here.
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South East Asia
The Philippine military on Monday said a suspected Abu Sayyaf extremist who held two people hostage 
at Barangay Kahayag in Calape, Bohol has been killed. Lt. Col. Joel Malig of the 47th Infantry Battalion 
said the suspect, initially identified as alias “Asis,” was gunned down at Barangay Lawis, Pangangan is-
land. “Asis” was the Abu Sayyaf member that the military was looking for in Bohol.

Hijack 

Kidnap

Approach/Attack

Suspicious Activity 

Incidents: 
1. Late Report: Duty crew onboard an anchored container ves-
sel noticed a small boat near the anchor chain and the hawse 
pipe cover opened and immediately informed the OOW, who 
raised the alarm at 1940 UTC in position 07:10.9N – 122:39.9E: 
around 10nm SW of Olutanga Coast, Philippines. Two robbers 
were seen escaping from the vessel. Upon inspection, no stores 
were reported stolen. Incident reported to Davao coast guard 
and pilot station via VHF Ch16. Reported April 22nd (IMB).

Abu Sayyaf splits hostages into groups to evade military ops
Abu Sayyaf militants have divided its 27 captives into groups to 
evade pursuit according to officials. Lt. Gen. Carlito Galvez Jr., 
commander of Western Mindanao Command (Westmincom), 
said that the move could be a tactic to divide troops’ attention 
in rescuing the hostages. The captives believed to be still in the 
hands of ASG in Sulu include a Dutch captive, seven Indone-
sians, 12 Vietnamese and seven Filipinos.

Abu Sayyaf member nabbed in Tawi-Tawi
Government troops captured an Abu Sayyaf member on Sat-
urday in Sitangkai, Tawi-Tawi after his neighbours revealed his 
presence, according to a security official. Capt. Jo-Ann Petinglay, 
spokesperson of Western Mindanao Command (Westmincom), 
identified the arrested suspect as Sahidul Bandhala, also known 

for his aliases “Idul,” “Jamiri Saidul,” “Saidul Idul.” He is a native 
of Barangay Sipangkot and a member of the Abu Sayyaf’s kidnap 
for ransom group (KFRG).

Army arrests 11 Maute terror group members
Eleven suspected members of the Lanao del Sur-based Maute 
terror group were arrested by the military on Monday 15th, an 
official said. The raiding team, composed of personnel from the 
6th Infantry Battalion (IB), also confiscated eight unlicensed 
high-powered firearms during the 5:15 a.m. raid on three hous-
es in the village of Maragondong, Marogong town in Lanao del 
Sur, said Major General Arnel dela Vega.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s current Threat Assessment on the South East 
Asia region, please click here.

MAST is able to provide an armed protection solution to clients 
transiting the region. Please contact us for further details. 

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

Theft
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Central and South America 
Despite the use of advanced technology by authorities to combat drug smuggling to the United States, 
organized crime groups in Latin America are still using basic technology to elude them. Drug trafficking 
groups are waterproofing cocaine packets and attaching them to floating buoys equipped with GPS 
devices, writes La Prensa Grafica. The technology then emits a signal allowing it to be located using a 
preset reference code loaded onto the apparatus. 

Incidents: 
1. On May 4th at 0630 UTC in position 12:01.02S - 077:12.06W, 
Callao Anchorage, Peru, Six robbers armed with knives boarded 
an anchored container ship. They took hostage the duty AB and 
the shore security watchman and tied them up. The robbers 
then broke into the forecastle store and escaped with stolen 
ships stores. The duty AB and watchmen managed to free them-
selves and informed the bridge who raised the alarm. Incident 
reported to the Local Agent and Port Authority. (Not shown on 
map)

Standing advice: 
The repercussions of a vessel being caught acting as a mule with 
drugs stowed will depend on the type, amount and national 
laws, but may be disruptive and costly. When and if operating 
in these areas, especially Columbia and Peru, it is advised that: 
• Potential stowage areas such as rudder shafts are   denied as 
far as possible, and/or routinely searched. 
• Access points are closely monitored by a vigilant watch for the 
duration of the vessel’s call at port. 

Hijack

Kidnap

Approach/Attack

Suspicious Activity 

Theft 
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Severe Weather Warnings 
Warnings detailed on this page are from the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) and are issued 
by respective Regional Specialised Metrological Centres, Tropical Cyclone Centres or National Meteoro-
logical Services. For further information on severe weather warnings please click here.   

Note: The forecasts are correct as of the day before publication. For latest updates please follow the provided links. 

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com

Nothing serious to report. 

http://severe.worldweather.wmo.int/
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MAST Services
MAST has the experience, capability and global presence to provide comprehensive support 
to our clients.

 • Consultancy & risk management

 • Intelligence reports

 • Real time incident alerts

 • Technical security system design and installation

 • Training services

 • Physical security

 • ISPS services 

 • Travel management

 • Counter piracy

 • Explosives ordnance management/disposal

 • Security prevention and response services 

This report is copyright of Maritime Asset Security and Training (MAST) © 2017. All rights reserved.

This report is intended to provide general information about maritime intelligence topics but does not provide individual advice and the crea-
tors assume no liability for the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of any information contained herein, or though links you will find in it. 
Furthermore, using this report or sending MAST emails does not create a service provider- client relationship. It is intended only as an intro-
duction to ideas and concepts only. It should not be treated as a definitive guide, nor should it be considered to cover every area of concern 
or regarded as an advice.

If you copy from this report, you have to refer to Maritime Asset Security and Training (MAST) Ltd as the source of the copied material.

You may not, except with our express written permission, commercially exploit the content. 
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